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1. NORTHERN PEATLANDS
With a focus on the Finnish Boreal peatlands
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Study site: Lakkasuo South Finland (N. EU)
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2. WATER LEVEL REGIME
And its effects on soil parameters



Hydrology
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What happens when a peatland is drained?

1. Less water leads to aeration
2. More oxygen in peat profile
3. Higher redox potential (Eh, mV)
4. Faster decomposition

Is this truly the case?
Wang, H., Richardson, C. J., & Ho, M. (2015). Dual controls on carbon loss during
drought in peatlands. Nature Climate Change. doi:10.1038/nclimate2643

5. Long term effect of drainage needs to be taken into account
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Water tables after drainage
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Redox potential measurements

• Measurements Eh down to -50cm
• Hypnos redox/temp datalogger
• Measurement interval: 15 minutes
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Raija installing Eh probes
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Long Term Drained Site



Straková et al. unpublished.



Straková et al. unpublished.
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Straková et al. unpublished.





pH drops after drainage (Oct 2014)
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FENBOG



Redox potentials in Fen (pH corrected, 1 yr)
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Redox potentials in Fen (pH corrected, 1 yr)
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3. EFFECT ON DECOMPOSITION
And thus govern the carbon cycle ...



Decomposition rates (1 year)
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Decomposition: cellulose and local peat

• Mesh bags
• Uniform Pine cellulose used

– Depth profile exists, Pristine Fen lower decomp.

• First year data being analyzed further
– Peat shows similar mass loss in all sites through depth

» Effect of sampling and disturbance is larger than site
effects for peat decomposition?

– First year, out of three …
– Extracellular enzymes for the microbial activity

» Both Protease and Urease activity higher in FEN top
layers

» Activity in Bog layers shows less differences
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Why the slightly confusing patterns?
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• Lower decomposition at higher redox potential
for peat (but peat alone)

• The redox potential is a result of activity and
it its turn influences activities as well.

– Low redox: slower processes, or caused by activity?
– Slowly dropping redox: electron acceptors are

present (O2, Fe, Mn, NO3, CH4)

• Other major cause?
– Look for the obvious first
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Drainage of fens and bogs

• Effects differ per site
– Long and short term drainage effects the vegetation structure and quality
– Fen or bog: nutrient status might influence decomposition
– Take the history of site into account!

• The redox potential shows aeration at different layers per site
– Pristine Fen shows variation, with +400 mV at some moments in top

10cm
– Long Term Drained site shows +400mV values or above throughout the

profile for part of the year

• Seasonal variation and interannual variation?
• First year out of three: be sure to check back!
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